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Introduction
The Wilcoxon rank tests constitute widely used nonparametric tests of sample dissimilarities based on ranked differences (Feltovic 2003, p. 274) . Their virtues comprise a small number of assumptions (for an overview see Hollander/Wolfe 1999, p. 46) as well as the comparability of subjects at two points in time, thus allowing for the comparison of related samples.
Wilcoxon rank tests rely on the continuity of investigated variables and therefore absence of ties, and second, the independence of observations within one sample. In what is to follow we investigate the impact of exclusive as well as simultaneous violations of these assumptions on both size and power properties for the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
The Wilcoxon signed rank test is routinely applied in experimental economics where both assumptions are frequently violated. Within experimental settings, there are several threats to continuity of response variables. First, the definition range of responses is not only finite, but frequently quite narrowly restricted, for example within [0, 10] (Chlaß et al. 2006) or even within [0,1] (Dittrich et al. 2005) . Second, actually observable responses are often furthermore reduced in variety by, for example, the response being restricted in decimals, different subjects using similar decision heuristics, or different subjects simultaneously playing the dominant strategy in each of the two points (situations) in time. Equal differences (ties) may thus frequently result and require consideration. Breaking of ties, e.g. via mid ranks (Hollander/Wolfe 1999, pp. 109) , solves the problem only partially, since the question how differences could have been ranked, if more continuous responses had been possible or if subjects had thought to answer in a more continuous way cannot be answered. A more reliable approach therefore seems to consider whether the frequency of ties severely questions the validity of test results and then rather to opt for a test on discrete data (e.g. a χ 2 test), putting up with some loss of information. This, however, requires more detailed knowledge on the impact of ties -knowledge we wish to provide.
Dependence of observations within experimental settings does not only originate from repeatedly measuring the same individual's responses, but also from interaction of participants or latent variables in general. Thus, data possibly remain dependent even on an aggregated level, often rendering only the entire experimental session an independent observation. Only controlling for no interaction at all between several subgroups of subjects provides a larger number of independent observations. Within those subgroups, however, the problem of aggregation remains. Therefore, a considerable amount of data and information is
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lost, decreasing overall test power and interpolating temporal trends whose investigation might be of interest as well. There are, of course, empirical methods, e.g. random or mixed effect models which account for dependence within samples and provide efficient and unbiased estimates for such cases. However, these estimates do not allow for any causal statistical interpretation in for which one would need information on the true conditional (in)dependence relations. Obtaining causal information, however, is the very aim of controlled experiments. As a consequence, dependence of observations might provide a valuable indicator of failures within an experimental design and thus serves as a control mechanism that should be retained rather than being accounted for statistically. Hence, it is, from a specification point of view, valuable to assess the impact of dependence on an estimate rather than to provide for it.
Our study investigates the effects of ties and dependent observations on size and power properties of the Wilcoxon signed rank test, determining actual p-values under each of the above-mentioned assumption violations. It aims at providing decision support as to what degree of violations the test remains a reliable tool and when its outcomes cannot be trusted.
We proceed by reviewing hitherto obtained results regarding the Wilcoxon test in section 2, detail our simulation design in section 3, discuss our findings in sections 4 and 5 and conclude in section 6.
Literature Review
Let us first give an impression of hitherto conducted studies and the insights obtained so far regarding the Wilcoxon tests in general. Starting point of this literature is the study of Hodges and Lehmann (1956) who provide an early comparison of the Wilcoxon rank sum test and some other nonparametric alternatives to the t-test, analyzing asymptotic efficiency. They establish a lower threshold for relative Pitman efficiency of 0.864 in comparing Wilcoxon and t-test. Thus, in testing against shifts, the efficiency loss of the former as compared to the latter is bounded, while efficiency gains on the contrary may be infinite. However, the same comparison shows other rank tests, e.g. by Fisher and Yates (1948) and van der Waerden (1953) , to reach relative asymptotic power of unity.
Turning to Monte-Carlo studies, Tanizaki (1997) assesses and compares power properties of the Wilcoxon rank sum and other rank-based tests to the t-test under various distributional assumptions. These comprise normal, Cauchy, logistic, chi-square and uniform distributions.
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The results indicate that in small samples, the Wilcoxon test has highest overall power, performs better than other rank-based tests and clearly outperforms the t-test. Zimmerman (1998) 
Simulation Design
Our baseline scenario starts by simulating a series } { t v of identically and independently distributed random draws from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation v σ . The sample size is chosen by taking into account the fraction of ties ) 1 , 0 [ ∈ λ that will be induced later on, so that a total of n λ random draws of v are simulated to achieve a sample size of n. Note that λ and n are appropriately chosen so that n λ is always integer. From
x is constructed via a simple stationary first-order autoregressive process AR (1)
where one period influences only a limited number of future periods. This amounts to simulating
, allowing for a certain burn-in phase. Since we actually want to control the variance of the process } { t x , we control for x σ throughout the simulations and compute v σ via
In a subsequent step a series } { t y is constructed from } { t x using a simple linear relationship
represents another series of identically and independently distributed draws from a normal distribution with mean zero and standard deviation u σ .
Within these simulations we control for the standard deviation of y, y σ , (in addition to the standard deviation of x, x σ ) and the correlation coefficient between x and y, xy ρ . This is Cohen 1988, p.23) .
Taking sample size into account, it allows for a better judgement of small, medium and large effects within comparisons of test power. In our case with equal sample sizes this just amounts to making an adjustment to the overall effect size based on the sample size.
Specifically, we control δ by fixing g and computing ( ) 
Finally, all constellations mentioned above are investigated in their impact on size and power properties for the exact version of the Wilcoxon signed rank test which, in the presence of ties, is implemented using the algorithm proposed in (Streitberg/Röhmer 1986 , 1987 
Simulation Results
where r f denotes the respective rejection frequency displayed in the corresponding table. The impact of ties on size-adjusted power is calculated the following way:
. Intuitively, we subtract from the initial rejection frequency all those parts that are due to a variation in parameters beside the one of interest. We analogously proceed for within-sample dependence. 
Tied observations entail a loss in size-adjusted power, this decrease being more pronounced for larger effects. Interestingly, power declines more pronouncedly with increasing sample size for small and medium effects, though in absolute terms, the number of untied observations increases and one therefore would likely expect the reverse. Only for large effects, increasing sample size may actually help reducing power losses. Maximal power losses are of 0.54
Within-sample dependence, our second assumption violation investigated, equally leads to an overrejection which turns out to be less pronounced than in the presence of ties only.
Interestingly, the problem rather worsens with increasing sample size. For a low level of 
Power losses entailed are roughly half as important as for tied observations, its dependence on sample size displaying the same pattern. Interestingly, weak degrees of within sample dependence may actually help structuring the sample and thus improve power properties, if the effect itself is small. Maximal power losses of 0.31 occur for } 40 ,
When both within-sample dependence and ties are present a mutual reinforcement of the adverse size effects from both violations of the test assumptions can be observed. This tendency towards overrejection declines only very slowly with increasing sample size and recognizably only for large fractions of ties and high degrees of within-sample-dependence. Table 1 Baseline Simulation Results 
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Regarding power, large fractions of ties appearing together with high degrees of dependence entail the most severe power losses. Interestingly, power losses under simultaneous assumption violations are an increasing function of the sample size for small and medium effects. Only for large effects, power losses are again U-shapedly dependent on sample size.
However, the larger the effect size, the more pronounced overall power losses.
Let us proceed with a second scenario of unequal variances with Regarding size-adjusted power, unequal sample variances may substantially reduce power losses entailed by ties, this reduction being an increasing function of sample size except for large effects. Furthermore, the larger the fraction of ties, the higher the power loss reduction entailed by differences in variance.
Turning to within-sample dependence, its impact is weakened by unequal variances.
Overrejection diminishes, entailing a need for lowering nominal critical p-values by
. Regarding size-adjusted power
for the example above. Changes in the impact ties exert on size-adjusted power, are now calculated as follows: Table 2 Results with Unequal Variances However, for accruing within-sample dependence the latter effect takes lead and overrejection for simultaneous assumption violations under unequal sample variances diminishes in comparison to the baseline. Regarding the impact on power, an overall improvement is observed. Thus, power losses decrease as compared to the reference case and more pronouncedly do so for both increasing within-sample dependence and tie fraction. However, power losses decrease decisively faster with increasing within-sample dependence.
A third scenario as shown in table 3 allows us to investigate a possible impact of the very nature of within-sample dependence and for this purpose introduces an MA rather than an AR structure. While for 2 . 0 = and display an increasing dependence on sample size. Thus, the kind of within-sample dependence equally affects the relationship between power and sample size.
Furthermore, when both ties and within-sample dependence are present, power properties improve slightly with increasing g. riven by this effect, overrejection entailed by simultaneous assumption violation slightly declines.
A fourth scenario associated with Table 3 Results for Within-Sample Dependence as MA(1) Instead of AR(1) Jena Table 4 Results for the Variant with One Big (Median) Tie Instead of Many Small Ties Table 5 Results for Gamma-Distributed Instead of Normal-Distributed Series However, larger fractions of ties incur additional power losses, and severely may do so.
A sixth scenario as displayed in table 6 investigates performance of the exact test. In presence of ties its computation is performed via an algorithm introduced by Röhmel (1986, 1987 Table 6 Results With Test Decision Based on Exact P-Values Simultaneous assumption violations seem to affect power more importantly for small and medium effect sizes in case of larger xy ρ , while for large effect sizes the reverse holds.
However, though more strongly affected, absolute test power for these constellations is superior to the baseline case for all effect sizes. Table 7 Results with Larger Between-Sample Dependence The next section investigates the phenomena identified in a more general and integrated setting via response surfaces, analyzing a variety of scenarios jointly.
Response Surfaces
In this section we summarize our results by estimating response surfaces. Response surfaces can be defined as "a regression model in which each observation corresponds to one experiment, the dependent variable is some quantity that was estimated in the experiments, and the independent variables are functions of the various parameter values, chosen by the experimenter, which characterize each experiment" (Davidson and MacKinnon 1993, pp. 755f.).
Since heteroskedasticity often poses a problem in response-surface regressions, we follow MacKinnon (1994) and employ the form of GMM estimation proposed by Cragg (1983) . This estimator allows for an estimation of linear regression models by simultaneously accounting for heteroskedasticity of unknown form. Denoting our response-surface regressions in matrix
y represents the vector of rejection frequencies obtained from our experiments and matrix X contains parameters such as the degree of dependence, or the fraction of ties set in each experiment. X may also include certain nonlinear transformations or interactions of these parameters. Cragg's estimator furthermore requires the specification of a set of auxiliary variables which, together with the columns of X, constitute columns of a matrix Q.
Incorporating these elements the estimator can be written as
where Ω denotes a diagonal matrix whose nonzero elements are the squared OLS residuals from a regression of y on X. For the auxiliary variables we choose third powers and two-way interactions of the explanatory variables, as suggested by Cragg (1983) . The results appear to be quite robust under different sets of auxiliary variables. Note that R 2 values are obtained from β X y= based on the Cragg estimator.
In the regressions reported below the dependent variable is the rejection frequency of our experiments. We opted for this variable instead of its logit transformation since actual Röhmel (1986, 1987) .
The first column of table 8 displays the response surfaces estimates for the normally and gamma distributed experiments. Therein, within-sample dependence is specified by a firstorder AR process. R 2 confirms the model by indicating reasonably large explanatory power.
This holds although quite diverse sets of experiments are pooled together. In analyzing individual coefficients, we first consider linear terms. They are highly significant except for the within-sample dependence of x, x ρ , and between-sample dependence, xy ρ . Only the induced within-sample dependence of y, y ρ appears to be significant with a negative sign, thus reducing overrejection. Sample size n and the fraction of ties λ turn out significantly positive, whereas the degree of skewness γ and the ratio of standard deviations y σ come out significantly negative (recall that x σ is fixed at unity throughout).
Quantitatively important quadratic effects can be observed in cases of special interest for this paper, namely within-sample dependence of x and fraction of ties. Both coefficients have a positive sign, show reasonably large magnitude, and are associated with large t-statistics.
Thus, size distortions induced by these assumption violations become extensively evident in quadratic effects.
The next block of coefficients shows the effects of interactions with sample size. Here, only the variables governing dependence and the fraction of ties significantly interact with n. As concerns the latter case, a positive sign reveals size distortions to increase with sample size.
This indicates not only the fraction of ties but also their absolute number to play a role. The observed interaction of variables measuring dependence with n appears to be more complicated. Significantly positive and negative coefficients appear together so that a clear
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predication as to the overall effect of dependence on size cannot be made.
A most important conclusion from the inspection of the tables in the previous section was that switching from the many-small-ties to the one-big-tie variant considerably affects the results and worsens size distortions. This is reflected by a dummy variable named "small", indicating treatments with many small ties, in its interactions with the other variables. Of considerable magnitude appears the coefficient reflecting the interaction of "small" with the fraction of
ties. It reveals the tendency towards overrejection for a larger fraction of ties to be more pronounced in case of one big tie.
The nature of this one big tie being either a deterministic median or a randomly drawn observation also plays a role as indicated by the significantly positive dummy variable for the random ties named "random".
Our impression regarding the exact test obtained by inspecting the tables is confirmed. The test decision using exact p-values based on a correction for the presence of ties is only slightly affected. The coefficient of the dummy-variable "exact" for these cases is quite small and shows a t-statistic of only slightly larger than two. Although significant at conventional levels, this significance seems negligible considering the quite large sample size available for our response surfaces.
The next column shows our results for within-sample dependence following an MA process instead of the AR process. The major difference to the results for the AR process just discussed is that fewer variables turn out significant. This is especially true for variables representing within-sample dependence, x ρ and y ρ . They are neither highly significant individually nor in their quadratic effects, theirs interactions with n and their interactions with "small" being not significant at all. Two aspects need to be considered here. On one hand, an MA process can only capture autocorrelations up to 0.5, so that only experiments for lower correlations could be calculated for this variant and fewer data are available. On the other hand, remember our qualitative results having found less pronounced overrejection for the case of an MA process. By contrast, the fraction of ties remains significantly positive with coefficients of considerable magnitude whenever observed in the response surface. Especially the additional effect of the one-big-tie variant shows up again.
The next two columns show corresponding results for experiments with the normal distribution being replaced by the more fat-tailed t-distribution with three degrees of freedom.
Most of our results prove to be stable with respect to this change, although some changes in significance and even sign reversals can also be observed. Explanatory power is equally high in this regression.
Let us mention a few further interesting interaction terms with robust characteristics which are not reported above. Concerning the interactions with g we find all of them significant with power-depressing effects of differences in variance, the within-sample dependence of x and the fraction of ties.
Naturally for a consistent test, the interaction of g and the sample size n is significantly positive with high t-statistics in all regressions. As already suspected in the previous section, increasing between-sample dependence appears to be beneficial for power. The general pattern regarding coefficients tends to parallel our results in table 8. Explanatory power is somewhat weaker in table 9 but R 2 values remain consistently above 0.9 with a single minor exception.
Let us finally mention some interaction terms not reported here. Power losses due to withinsample dependence are significantly stronger the larger the effect size as measured by g ρ x ⋅ .
For large ties, we find that the larger the effect size, the heavier tie entailed losses of power. In what preceded we have investigated the performance of the Wilcoxon signed rank test for related samples under assumption violations hitherto not thoroughly scrutinized. We namely focus on tied observations and within-sample dependence. Our goal was to assess their impact and to additionally shed light on their interaction with further possible characteristics of real data -frequently met on one hand and relevant for the Wilcoxon signed rank test on the other.
Therefore, the scenarios introduced comprise a first and baseline scenario, investigating ties and within-sample dependence in their impact on power and size of the Wilcoxon signed rank test assuming normal distributions, medium between-sample dependence, equal standard deviations, small ties and withinsample dependence following an AR(1) process; a second scenario, investigating the same impact under inequality in sample standard deviations, a further assumption violation of the test; a third, shedding light on the effect of a varying nature of within-sample dependence; a forth, inquiring the effect of a varying nature of ties on their impact; a fifth, analyzing how asymmetry of the underlying distributions affects the impact of both ties and within-sample dependence; a sixth to see how a so-called exact test disposing of a tie breaking algorithm performs;
and a seventh, analyzing the effect of between-sample dependence on the impact of both ties and within-sample dependence.
As expected, both ties and within-sample dependence were found to entail overrejection and power losses. Ties are found to entail heavier consequences than within-sample dependence, Our future work aims at providing insights for finer grids of values, that is, degrees of both assumption violations and a more general specification of within-sample dependence. A similar kind of analysis for unrelated samples is already in progress.
